10 Jun 86

1) Large D Bldg - Street Out Front
2) Fresh Scrub Feeling - New Building

More activity - papers / folders) Quite a few
Uniforms - Morning Cup of Coffee. Women here -
White coats -

Dimitri - Large room outside very large conference
Gallery area - Last that One Man in Control -
Now Debate -
Dimitri sitting back - tech people behind tables
Resigned feeling - Excitement - Table Agents /
Figureheads, Bible suits - Open Discussion -
Uninhibited - Restricted inhibited only by protocol -
Dimitri is very quiet - Not joining in - Others
Advise when queried by younger folks -

Raw Data - First Resigned feeling now excitement
Perhaps direction for Dimitri -
Solidification/ Rational approach/ consolidation -
Check on military / reigning in / give an edge -
Support for his Ideal - Forum
Dimitri

Age & wisdom - Solid strength - very simple
man, some want some change - underlying
motivation: layered goals - visible goals - deeper
goals - ultimate goals - Fields of Wheat
Nationalistic feeling - Commonwealth - Deep goal
Part of Goal - very chaotic - lot of noise -
parliamentary procedure breaking down -

There are many factions - each with their own
goals - political cohesion - may only be
two or three candidates

Slanting wall - odd shaped table - desk
around two partitions - chairs rising towards
interior of building - feeling of several flags

Session of some sort - more people than last
meeting - looks like official, proper, ordered
sessions - military/civilians

A lot of uniforms - not much in common
1) Sea Lanes
2) Nomadic peoples

Shift/Chair Service - (IRAN) - These are
Sealanes

There are - ships - bulky main gray hull
Red face - Brown Uniforms --> thinking about
alert for missile forces --> satellite view
North Polar Region --> NP Regions Red Lines
Coming up & going down --> Sealanes --> choke
points / periodic surveillance - transport of men
and equipment / maximum projection of forces
Picture of Indian Ocean --> Nomads

Nomads --> families - primitive homes - leaving -
force to leave - animals / goats / Dark Skin New
Sturdy / Dark Hair - fercce / determined - They
are problem - people

People in Room - no agreement - options
Discussing Sealanes - Seems

Other agenda
1. central planning
2. projected courses of action
3. Asian problem - Sealanes / overflights / offshore BTS
4. monitoring - shifts here, distance spaces, few
   people, long lines of communities, difficult terrain
   Intermittent Sealanes, Extremities

Solutions: increased population, increased transportation,
   tightening of crews, flexibility, shift in
   allocation, use of old ships
OPTIONS: Increase/decrease in tension -
Increasing submarine - Monitoring
Stations, satellites - Airborne relay
System - Plane - Cap in the air
Signal bouncing at 60° angle -

USE of indigenous people - Greater
Political capability - Greater investment
More resources, particular younger
People - Increased use of electronics
Technological improvements - Use of lasers
USE of lasers - Flat frozen lake - White snow
Small scrub pines - Landing field/reflectors

REFLECTOR - Bounce Back - Light/sun ray/
Strong light/ray -

MISSILE alert -
Red faced man - Possible option
In conjunction with -
(Surge) = Considered both defensive, offensive
Conjunction - Global event - In agreement to -
In Room - Many questions - means/ways
Acceptable risks/links with client status/practical reliability

Not sure if plan here yet - only discussing
Objective - General in nature - not necessary
Ways and means - must be within acceptable risk

Tremendous number of events occur -

Back in pm/d Ripple effect
Among military - geographical sectors -
Disagreement between experts/advisers/representatives -
No equivalent -

In Spring - Very cautiously -

Anxiety/unmedicated caution/skepticism/
Options/Black doors to be kept open

Sessions (Committees) - periodically -
Cross acknowledge/incremental decisions/tight control/Decisions

Azerbaijan 27
cautious go ahead -

limited gain - will not risk major loss - tremendous feeling of exposed lead (380 Tmn) - wide curve -

next session - agenda -

1. preparation
2. movement
3. acceptance
4. test of conditions (friends/enemies)
5. requests/shots
6. don't understand / raw data shift in color spectrum -
7. blackboard with lines, red/blue orange -
   to UV - monitoring of shift
8. political consideration
9. expected reaction
10. long term weather
11. Asian problem
12. up ways -
13. chair Sala Za Zam
14. seeing a range dome observatory sticking up from show
Geometric Dome

Snow
LINKS